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WJ. Furse & Co. Ltd.

WJ. Fursc & Co. Ltd. is a world leader in the design, manufacture and supply of
earthing and lightning protection Systems.

Over 100 ycars of expérience makes us acknowledged experts in the field. The
technical support vvc provide to our customers, ranging from System design advice through
to on-site supervision, testingand commissioning, is the envy of our competitors.

Quality approved to ISO9001, wc arc dedicated to providing cost-effective and highly
efficient products and service.

This consultants handbook offers an informative guide for designers, engineers and
contractors and has been produced with the following aims:

H To briefly explain the theory and phenomenon of lightning.

• To précis and simplify where possible the British Standard Code of
Practice BS 6651 1992 'Protection of Structures Against Lightning'.

Also included in the handbook are answers to many of the more popular questions on
lightning protection put to Furse by consultants, architects and contractors.

Ail codes of practice or standards are open to individual interprétation. This handbook
therefore rcflects Furse's ovvn views on good practice and it is not the intention that thèse
views replace in any way the recommandations contained in BS 6651, but radier to be read
in conjunction with the code.

We hope you fmd this handbook usehil and should you require assistance or advice,
please do not hesitate to contact Furse at the Company's Head Office address shown on the
reverse of this handbook.

furse Certificate No: Q605-1

Q What is the minimum distance for spacing earth rods?

A Views vary considerably on this question, but it is generally accepted that the distance
between rodsshould be at lcast equal to, and preferably greater than, its depth.

Q When should I use a solid copper earth rod rather than a copper covered steel one?

A A solid copper rod has nothing like the mechanical robustness ofa copper covered steel
rod and so should only be used in soil that is comparatively easy to drive ïnto. One reason
for choosing solid copper could be because of the aggressive nature of the soil, where the
présence of steel may ultimately create a corrosion problem.

Q How do I know what type of earth électrode to use?

A The choice of earth électrode type is governed, to a large extent, by the prevailing soil
conditions. A soil resistivity survey indicating lower soil resistivity at greater depths will
make the deep driven earth rod électrode a logical choice.

The ground that has a one mètre depth of soil before encountering bedrock would best be
suited to a buried radial strip électrode, provided the System is installed below the frost
Une and below the area that is subject to the influence of seasonal weather changes.

Q Must I bond my lightning protection earth to the main electrical earth?

A BS 6651 in Une with other Standards now advocates that ail earths, whether they be the
lightning protection earth, the main electrical earth, computer earths, etc. should ail be
bonded. This action minimises the risk of dangerous step and touch potentials.

Agreement of the local electrical supply authority should be obtained before making any
connection to the electrical earth.

Q What is an Earth Seal?

A This is a form of gland which is used to seal the earth rod when it is necessary to drive
rods through the waterproof membrane under a building. It consists of a galvanised steel
plate, which at its centre has a boss through which the rod is driven. This boss
incorporâtes a gland, similar to a cable type, which is tightened round the rod to
form a seal.

Q What is a counterpoise earthing System?

A This tcrminology is sometimes used by consultants to describe a common earth for the
whole building, including the lightning protection and the contents.

Q Can stainless steel earth rods be connected to copper earth conductor underground?

A 'Yes\ provided the copper conductor below the ground has a protective cover (such as
PVC) and the earth rod joint is sealed from any ingress of moisture. For examplc, by
wrapping the complète joint with a bitumastic bandage.

Acknowledgements:

BS 6651: 1992 Complète copiesof British Standards can be obtained from BSI Publications,
BS 7430: 1991 Linford Wood, Milton Kcyncs MK14 6LE
AS 1768: 1983

© This brochureis clic sole copyright of WJ. Furse, andshould not be reproduced in partor in full without prior
permission (Dec 1992).
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Q Which is the best type of connection to use in earthing and lightning protection
Systems - the crimp connector, boit connector, or a thcrmit welded connection?

A The final choice will dépend on the application. Bolted connections are obviously suitable
for fittings such as test clamps, where the conductors hâve to be removed when testing.
Thermit welds are idéal for underground connections, as they possess the
following qualities:-
- mechanical strength
- excellent current carrying capacity
- reliability
- low electrical résistance

Furse would be pleased to offerexpert technical guidance on the choice and type of fitting
to suit your application.

q When installing a lightning conductor System, how far from a building should the
earth rods be placed?

A They should be driven into the ground beneath, or as close as practicable to the structure
and down conductor. The aim is to offer a lightning strike as direct a route as possible
from the top of the structure to the earth.

Q It is common practice to pour water and sait on a newly installed earth rod, is it
good practice?

A No. This action merely créâtes an artificially low local soil resistivity. As soon as the water
and sait hâve leached out of the local soil the earth résistance value will increase. The

addition of sait will also greatly increase the risk of corrosion to the électrode.

Q If I cannot use sait to help me achieve a lower earth reading, is there anything on the
market that can?

A Furse use two main conditioning agents - Bentonitc and conductive cernent.

Bentonite is mixed with water to form a slurry - its resistivity being determined by the
amount of water used.

Conductive cernent is made with graded granular carbonaccous aggregate in place of the
conventional sand or aggregate. It has a resistivity of 10ohm.cm.

Both agents can be laid in a horizontal bed or poured down a drilled vertical hole, creating
a lower résistance between the embedded earth électrode and the surrounding soil.

Q A minimum résistance of10 ohms is often quoted - what action should be taken if
this cannot be obtained?

A A further réduction can be achicved by extcnding or adding to the number of existing
électrodes. Or by installing a ring conductor buried a minimum of 0.6m below the ground.
This ring would inter-connect the individual earth électrodes at each down conductor.

Q If I increase the diameter of my earth rod, will it significantly reduce the résistance
to earth?

A Increasing the diameter of an earth rod has the effect of only slightly rcducing the
résistance to earth. Typically increasing the diameter of a copper covered steel rod from
12.5mm diameter to 25mm diameter will increase the cost by 400%, increase the weight
by 400%, but only decrease the résistance by 9.5%.
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Section

1
The Theory ofLightning

Benjamin Franklin (1707-1790) is generally considered to be the father of modem
Lightning Protection theory. His celebrated kite experiment proving for the first time that
storm clouds generate, hold and discharge static electricity.

The Characteristics of Lightning

Formation ofStorm Clouds
Lightning is formed as a resuit of a natural build-up of electrical charge séparation in

storm clouds.

There are two types of storm clouds which generate a static electrical charge: heat storms
and frontal storms.

Figure 1 HEAT STORM
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The heat or convective storm (Figure 1)prédominâtes in tropical régions and
mountainous areas.

On a hot day,warm air rises from warm ground and is rcplaccd by cooler air drifting
down. The convection process progressively cools the rising air to form clouds, first as water
droplcts and then at greater heights as ice crystals.

In this way, a single or multiple cloud 'cell' is formed, the top of which may reach a height
ofl2km.

Q In what circumstances can I use the re-inforcing bar in concrète structures as a
down conductor?

A BS 6651 permits the use of re-inforcing bars as a natural down conductor providing that
the bars hâve multi-crossing points and provide a definite electrical continuity between
the air and earth termination networks.

Q How do I route a down conductor in a cantilevered building?

A There is no casy answer to this question. Where possible, the down conductors could be
sited at the corners where a straight path may be possible, but if as in many buildings, the
cantilever continues around the whole building, then natural down conductors could be
used, such as the reinforcing bars or steelwork. Or, if the building is in the course of
construction, a lire résistant duct could be built in for the down conductor. In any case the
possibilité' of voltage gradients at the earthing positions must be considered.

Q I hâve a problem with moving crânes, can they be earthed?

A Assuming that the crâne is on rails, it is normal just to earth thèse at 20m intervais. The
crâne being ail steel, form s a natural conductor, but as the crâne has a number of moving
joints, thèse may necd to be bonded across to avoid damage to bearings, etc. How this is
donc dépends entircly on the type of crâne.

Q Is it dangcrous to hâve a lightning conductor earth where people walk?

A 'Yes^it is potentially dangcrous to hâve an earth électrode in a location where people walk
or hâve access. When a lightning discharge takes place, the potential différence or gradient
at ground level could be of a sufficiently high magnitude to be lethal to both humans and
animais. This 'step potential^ as it is known, can be minimised by burying the earth
électrode so that its top is at least lm below the surface and to insulate the connection
between the down conductor and the earth's électrode. Further advice is given in clause
A.1.2.ofBS6651.

Q How do I obtain a good earth for a building constructed on rock?

A There is no simple or easy solution to this question. Local soil conditions will hâve a
significant bearing on the resuit. Guidance is given in clauses 16.5 and A.1.5 of BS6651 for
structures crected on rock.

Q Can copper earth rods be connected to galvanised tape underground?

A 'Ycs^ providing the galvanised tape, where it enters the ground, has a protective coating to
isolate it from the soil and the copper rod. The earth rod joint should be sealed to prevent
any ingress of moisture.

Unless it is unavoidable, we would not recommend the use of dissimilar metals in
underground applications.

Q When an aluminium s: tem is used, what is the best way to connect to the
copper earthing?

A The mating surface of the aluminium should be cleancd thoroughly by wire brushing and
an approved grease or jointing compound applied. The copper surface should be hot
tinned and two mating surfaces bolted together. The complète joint should then be
protected from the ingress of moisture by the application of an approved protective
wrapping.

Altcrnativcly a purposc designed friction welded bi-metallic connector manufactured by
Furse offers a quick, easy and reliablc method of terminating the copper and aluminium
conductors.
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Q Can I hide the System under the roofing?

A BS 6651 pcrmits the use of air termination conductors to be installed below the roof
covering, but advocates that it is used in conjunction with 0.3m high barc vertical rods
projecting through the roof.

Q Can I use the flagpole as an air rod?

A Providing the pôle is conductive (ie métal) then it should be bonded into the air
termination network. It can then be considered as an air terminal.

Q If a roof conductor is painted, does this impair its efficiency?

A In Furse's opinion, any covering that acts as an insulator will impair it's efficiency. The
extent of the réduction of efficiency is dépendent upon the characteristics and thickncss of
the matcrial. However, BS 6651 advocates the use of bare conductors for air termination
networks wherever possible. If for,say, corrosion reasons, a covering is required, a PVC
coating or painting is permitted.

Q The British Code of Practice infers that horizontal roof conductors are suffîcient.
Why then should I use air rods?

A BS6651 does not regard vertical finials as essential cxcept where dictated by practical
considérations. The American Code, however, recommends the use of vertical finials. The
choice of use is, therefore, governcd, to a large extent, on which Standard is being adopted.

Q If a building has a métal roof, is it nccessary to install a roof conductor as well?

A Provided the roof is clectrically continuous and meets the thickncss requirements of
Table 5 in BS 6651 and is connected to the down conductors, there is no need to install
roof conductors.

Q Can down conductors be run behind marble cladding?

A This dépends upon whether there is suffîcient air gap between the outside frame of the
structure and the décorative cladding, and how it is fixed. If there is insufficient movement
of free air behind the cladding, it may be inadvisable to install the down conductors there,
due to the mechanical forces created by the shock wave during a discharge, causing the
cladding to be dislodged. Further information regarding thèse mechnical effects can be
found in clause 4.4 of BS 6651.

Q Can down conductors be run inside a building?

A A down conductor should preferably run down the outside of a building. If an external
route is inadvisable, for example, buildings of cantilever construction from the first floor
upwards should not hâve their down conductors following the outside contour of the
buildings. In thèse cases down conductors may be housed in non-metallic, non-
combustible internai ducts and taken straight to the ground. For further détails of this
application see clause 15.7 of BS 6651.

Q As several down conductors are needed can I bring them down in the same place?

A 'No'. Ail standards state that they should be equally spaced, wherever possible, around
the building.

Q Can I run the down conductor through a lift shaft, or use the lift guide rails as a
down conductor?

A 'No', BS 6651strongly advises that lift shafts should not be used for this purposc. Down
conductors may be housed in an air space provided by a non-metallic, non-combustible
internai duct and taken straight down to ground.

S 2

ligure 2 FRONTAL STORM
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Frontal Storms (Figure 2)which predominate in temperate régions arccaused bythe
impact of a front of cold air on a mass of warm moist air which is lifted above the advancing
cold front. As the warm air rises the process described above is repeated but the resulting
cumulo-nimbus clouds may, in this case, extend over several tens of kilomètres in width and
contain a large number ofindividual cells with heights of between 7.5 km and 18km.



Charge Séparation
How clouds form is well undcrstood. How the cloud séparâtes its charge is not.

Many théories hâvebeen put forward but everyone seemsto agrée that ina thunder-cloud, ice
crystals become positively chargcd while water droplets carry a négative charge.

The distribution of thèse particles normally gives rise to a négativecharge buildingup at
the base of the cloud (Figure3).This build-up at the cloud base givesriseto a positive
build-up ofcharge onthe ground. The ground canbeaslittleas 1km away from thecloud
base. This build-upcontinues until the voltage différence between the cloud baseand the
ground becomesso great that it causesa breakdown ofthe air's résistance, thus creatinga
lightning discharge.

ligure 3 CHARGE BUILD UP IN
THUNDERCLOUD
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Q When would I use a catenary wire suspended above the area to be protected?

A In instances where a high degrec of protection is required.For example,with high risk
structures such as explosive factories, etc.

Q Can I mixcircular/stranded conductor withtape conductoron mylightning
protection System?

A It is not normal practice to mix the various types of conductors, but for instance, circular
conductor can change to tape conductor at the test point.

Q The building next door has a lightning conductor,do I need one or willit
protect me?

A No reliance should be placed on the possibility that a nearby structure isofferingsome
degree of protection to your building. Youshould, therefore, through Furse frec advisory
service, seek expert advice.

Q What is Naval Brass?

A Naval brass is an alloy of copper and zinc, with a small amount of tin. Naval brass contains
no lead. Unlike commercial brasses, it exhibits good corrosion qualities and is
mechanically robust. It is included in the material section of BS 6651.

Q Does copper attract lightning better than aluminium?

A 'No! The choice of materials for a lightning protection system is dictated by their
résistance to corrosion, overall comparative costs and their compatibility with other metals
used on the structure - not by the material's ability to attract lightning. Lightning will be
attracted to any earthed conductive (métal) part of a structure in préférence to a non-
conducting material.

Q When using an aluminium system, does the conductor size hâve to be greater than
when using copper?

A According to BS 6651,'No! When lightning strikes a conductor, the lightning current is of a
high magnitude, flowing along the conductor for only a fraction of a second. The choice of
material is not as important as in a continuous current carrying application. The minimum
size recommended in BS 6651 is 50mm2 for both copper and aluminium.

Q Furse sell non metallic DC clips. Do they comply with the British Code
of Practice?

A The Code merely states that, where non-metallic fixing materials are used, then
considération should be given to their possible degredation due to ultraviolet light, frost,
etc. Furse clips are manufactured from a high-grade polypropylene which exhibits
excellent mechanical and thermal properties.They provide a high résistance to ageing
when exposed to ultraviolet light over many years.

Q Can I use the métal cladding around the parapet wall as part of lightning
protection?

A 'YesJ provided the cladding is of suffîcient thickncss, is electrically continuous and is
bonded into the other parts of the lightning protection system. BS 6651 gives minimum
thickness of sheet métal for this application.

Q Can I use the TV aerial as a lightning conductor?

A 'No' the aerial should be within the zone of protection of the lightning protection system.
Additionally the aerial should be bonded into the air termination network.
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Q What is Radioactive Lightning Protection?

A Radioactive lightning protection is based on claims that a radioactive source around the
head of an air terminal enhanecs its natural ion discharge which naturally takes place
during a static build-up associated with lightning storms. This enhancement is claimed to
be so great that it improves dramatically the ability of an air terminal to attract to itself a
lightning strike.

This form of protection, however, has never been accepted by any international body
and is disputed by many leading authorities on the subject.

The reports contained in the Furse document "Papers on 'Exotic' Lightning
Protection Systems" confirms the view that a radioactive source has little, or no effect as a
lightning protection unit. The foreword in BS6651makes the following statement:-

"It is recommended that the materials extent and dimensions of the air terminations,
down conductors, earth terminations, bonding, components, etc. as laid down in this
standard should be adhered to in full, irrespective of any devices or Systems employcd
which are claimed to provide enhanced protection!'

In effect, researchers who hâve examined the various claims of'exotic' Systems, hâve found
them to hâve no scientific credibility.

Q If the steelwork ofthe building is used as part of the lightning protection system,
and a person is touching it, i.e. when it receives a strike, will that person
suffer injury?

A Providing the path offered to the lightning strike (in this case the building steelwork) is of
a sufficiently low inhérent résistance (usually less than one ohm) and the earthing system
meets the requirement of BS 6651 both in terms of earth résistance and voltage gradient at
the surface, then the person should not suffer any injury. The lightning current will prefer
to travel down the path of lowest impédance - in this case the building steelwork.

Q What isstep potential?

A Step potential is the voltage gradient, or the potential différence mcasured in volts
existing between the feet of a person standing on the ground.

When a lightning strike reaches earth and is being dissipated in the soil, there can
exist a différence in potential between a person's (or animal's) feet.

Q If you bond métal window frames, ducting, etc. into a lightning protection system,
will thèse then become 'live' when lightning strikes, therefore, becoming potentially
dangcrous to any contents or persons nearby?

A By not bonding any metalwork close to the lightning protection Systems, if lightning
should strike, the voltage différence between the lightning conductor and the metalwork
could cause a flashovcr, therefore, becoming 'live' and finding a dangerous and
uncontrollable path to earth from this point.

By bonding ail the metalwork into the lightning protection system, the voltage always
remains the same, thereby preventing any flash-over and ensuring safety for contents and
persons nearby.

Q When can I use an aluminium system instead ofa copper one?

A Aluminium could be chosen for a lightning protection system for a varicty of rcasons. The
structure to be protected may, for instance, be sited in a location where a copper corrosive
atmosphère is présent. The natural colour of the structure may require the choice of
aluminium. Certain locations with a sait laden environment may cause verdigris on the
copper, which would ultimatcly cause staining of the building. In thèse situations,
aluminium could be considered.
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Lightning Discharges
The first stage of this discharge is the development of a stcpped downward leader within

the cloud which moves towards the ground. This downward movement continues in
approximately 50m steps. It is not visible to the naked eye.When the stcpped leader is ncar
the ground (Figure 4) its relatively large négative charge induces even greater amounts of
positivecharge on the earth beneath it, especially on objects projectingabove the earth's
surface.

Since thèse opposite charges attract each other, the large positive charge attempts to join
the downward moving stcpped leader by forming an upward moving streamer (Figure 5). The
two meet and form a complète conducting path along which a massive current attempts to
(low in order to cqualise the différence in potential between cloud and ground. This is termcd
the "return stroke" (Figure 6) and is the bright lightning flash we see.

Figure 5 DEVELOPMENT OFTHE DOWNWARD
STEPPED LEADER AND UPWARD STREAMER
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The lightning discharge described is the most common seen by man and is termcd a
négative descending stroke. Several variations can occur, ic from mountain peaks or from
structures. In thèse situations a positive leader channel may start upward from the mountain
peak due to the intense concentration of positive charge at that point.



Lightning Strokes
As well as différent types of lightning discharge différent strokes also occur. No two

lightning strokes are the same.

Ribbon lightning is a séries of successive strokes which appear simultaneously
but close to each other.This is thought to be caused by a strong wind blowing the ionised
channel sidewards during the intervais between the separate component discharges of
the flash.

Beadcd lightning (Figure 7) is when the stroke appears to break up into
luminous fragments.

Air discharges (Figure 8) émerge from the cloud but do not reach the ground. They can
run horizontally for many kilomètres. Sometimes they re-enter the cloud base further on, in
which case they are regarded as cloud-to-cloud discharges.

Figure 7 BEADED LIGHTNING Figure 8 AIR DISCHARGE

Cloud flashes take place inside the thundercloud so that only a diffuscd flickering is seen.
Thèse are more numerous than flashes to the ground and a ratio of 6:1or more is
thought probable.

Bail lightning is reported to be a luminous flash with a diameter of between 10-20cm. It is
seen to appear after a strike to ground and moves along the ground or through the air. Many
mysterious taies hâve been told relating to bail lightning and many authorities hâve
expressed doubts about its existence.

Section

6
Questions & Answers

Q If I fit lightning protection, am I guaranteed no damage will occur in the event of
a strike?

A Provided the installation is carried out to the relevant Code of Practice and correctly
installed with approved materials, the risk of damage is likely to be minimal. However,
because of the nature of lightning, it is impossible to guarantee total protection.

Q Should the métal scaffolding on a building be protected against lightning?

A BS 6651strongly recommends that throughout the period of construction, ail large
and prominent masses of steelwork including scaffolding should be effectivelyconnected
to earth.

Q How often should a lightning conductor system be tested?

A It should be tested every 12months, or preferably slightly less in order to vary the season
in which tests are made.

Q If a lightning conductor system on a building has been struck by lightning, does it
necd to be tested afterwards?

A Most certainly.A thorough examination of ail the components and conductors should
take place and any items that hâve suffered damage should be replaced. The system
should also be tested to ensure that it still complics with the earth résistance
requirements.

Q Can lightning cause damage to my building or interior equipment without a
direct strike?

A The proximityand magnitude of the indirect strike will détermine whether any damage to
the actual building structureoccurs. There is a greater chancethat the indirectstrike will
travel into the buildingvia powersupplycablesor télécommunication or signalcables.
In this case the induced voltage spike willcause damage to some or ail of the 'sensitive
electronic equipment' housed within the building.

This equipment should be protected by surge protection units.

Q What spécial précautions hâve to be provided for buildings housing computers?

A Apart from the provision of a conventional exterior protection system to the building,
computers or sensitive electronicequipment within the building also need their own
'secondary protection.'This would involve the installation of suitable surge protection
devices.Thèse devices, if correctly designed and installed,should protect this type of
sensitive equipment from any harmful surges.
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Soil Resistivity Measurements
A technique for measuring the earth's resistivity was proposed by the American, Dr. Frank

Wenner, in a scientific paper published in 1915.Since that time it has been universally accepted
as the most popular method to employ.

The Wenner method gives the average resistivity of the soil between ground level and a
given depth. Using this method, Furse site surveys measure the soil resistivity of various
depths up to a minimum of 20 mètres.This enables the plotting of a soil resistivity v.depth
graph to reveal the optimum earth électrode system and where in the soil-strata it should
be located.

Earthing Design
If the objective is to achieve a desired résistance to earth for a particular installation, e.g.

one ohm, then formulae given in BS 7430 (1991) (shown hère on p35) can be used to calculate
the required amount ofélectrodes. If the earthing requirements are more comprehensive, for
instance achieving a stipulated résistance to earth and also addressing the problems
associated with step and touch voltages, then an internationally accepted standard such as
IEEE standard 80 (1986) - Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding, should be
employed. Other nationally recognised standards on earthing may be used to calculate the
earth électrode requirements, but design efforts at Furse hâve concentrated on BS7430 and
IEEE80.

Figure 37 CAD GENERATED PRINT-OUTS SHOWING OPTIMUM EARTHING DESIGNS

A. BS 7430 Calculations B. IEEE80 Calculions
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For BS 7430 Systems the résistance values are calculated to allow the Designer simply to
sélect the 'bill-of-quantities' which gives his required résistance. IEEE80 designs include a
schematic drawing representing the earth grid layout; from this, accurate site installation
drawings can then be produced.

Furse Earthing Systems
In order for Furse to design a BS 7430 system, the following information must be

provided :-
1. Earth résistance requircmenl.

2. A site soil resistivity survey and détails of local soil conditions.The soil resistivity is often estimated at
100 ohm mètres for budgetary purposes only.

3. Site dimensions/restrictions. A ground level plan of piles, walls, service pipes, cables, etc.

IEEE80 designs require, in addition to the above, the following:
4. Design fault current magnitude. Duc considération should be given as to whether the full earth fault

current will flow from the earth mesh into the surrounding soil or whether it will be proportioned
through the cable sheaths or aerial earth wire of a transmission tower.

5. Duration of fault.This is usually a half to three second rating.

6. Depth of burial of the earth grid (normally 1 mètre below ground level).

7. Preferred earth conductor type and dimensions. Copper is the natural choice, its size dépendent on
fault current and température ratings, and the minimum mechanical strength requirements. Reduced
conductor size may be acceptable when multiple connections between possible sources of fault current
and the earth mesh grid exist.
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Long duration currents can cause lire, whilst short duration high current peaks tend to
tcar or bend métal parts. The electromagnetic force dcvclops in proportion to the square of
the instantaneous current.

Becauseof thèse mechanical forces, it is necessary that lightning conductor Systemsare
safely fastened to the building they are intended to protect.

Metals which are adequately earthed, generally receivea discharge with little damage.

If insulating or scmi-insulating materials receive a strike, an explosive réaction may occur
causing severe damage.

Trees for instanceare,in manycases,splitor strippedof their bark and the damage can
extend underground to their roots.

When lightning strikes an unprotected building the stroke seeks out the lowest
impédance path to earth which is normally through the electrical wiring or water pipes.

In order to reach thèse métal paths the discharge must pass through some type of barrier.
In penetrating such barriers, explosive damage usually results. The explosive effect can
dislodge materials with considérable forcesuffîcientto hurl relativelylarge pièces of masonry
or wood many mètres.

Side-Flashing

The problems rclating to side-flashing hâve attracted a great deal of attention in récent
ycars and are a very important considération when designing a safe lightning protection
system. Damage to life and property can occur if the danger of side-flashing is not considered.

The principlcs of side flash can be cxplained by the following simple example.
(See Figure 12).

Figure 12 EXAMPLE OF SIDE FLASHING
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over point

Lightning
conductor

A

Typically,at instant of discharge
potential différence at A = l,500,000v
potential différence at B = Ov

If the lightning protection system on a structure is hit by lightning, then the current
flowing through the system and the rcsistance/impcdance offered by the conductor path will
détermine the magnitude of the potential différence seen by the lightning conductors with
respect to true earth. The lightning conductors can, inslantaneously, hâve a potential of
magnitude of megavolts (1,000,000V) with respect to true earth.

If there is metalwork in close proximity to lightning conductors which are connected
directly to earth, then for the purpose of this example, we can say that it is at zéro volts with
respect to true earth.
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If the current flowing down the lightning conductor path at the time of the discharge sees a
highimpédance along itsroute andthenearbymetalwork offcrs alower impédance pathtoearth,
then the discharge will flash over to the nearby metalwork, provided the magnitude of the
potential différence is suffîcient to breakdown the gap 'D!

Some of the reasons why side-flashing could occur includc:

^f Faultylightning protectionsystem

^^ Incorrect routingofconductors

^P" Highimpédance oflightning protectionsystem

A faulty lightning protection system maywell hâvean interruption in its electrical path,
thus when the discharge occurs, it prefersto travel downa nearby earthed path whichoffers a
lower impédance. An example could be copper piping Connecting the water tank in the roof to
the water supply underground.

A good lightning protection system should alwaysfollow the most direct route to earth.
Unfortunately, practical considérations do not always allow this. One example of incorrect
routing of conductors is the re-entrant loop (see Section 3 - Figure 27D - Page 33).
The example shown in Figure 26 highlights the danger to personnel that side-flashing
can cause.

A high résistance in the lightning protection conductors can easily be causcd by one poor
electrical joint within the system. A badly designed clamp, an incorrectly installed fitting, or
inferior quality corroded materials can be suffîcient to cause a high résistance spot. A lightning
discharge encountering this high résistance could well take a lower résistance path afforded
by nearby earthed metalwork, thus creating a potentially dangcrous side flash.

Further détails of the prévention of side-flashing can bc found in Section 3 - Bonding
- Page 41.

Stcp and Touch Voltage

In the event of a lightning stroke, a voltage gradient builds up in the soil where the
lightning discharge enters the earth. In homogeneous soil the current rapidly leaves the
électrode. The current density is highest ncar the électrode, rapidly decreasing with distance.

In soil of uniform resistivity a signilicant voltage gradient will exist between two points
that are at varying distances from the électrode (Figure 13).

The voltage différence across the span of a step a man takes can be lethal.

The step potential of a person is significantly lower in comparison with a large four legged
animal. The average human step distance is just under one mètre whilst the distance between
the front and back legs of an animal is much greater. Current will flow through the legs of a
man, whilst the current flow will be through the heart région in an animal.

Animais naturally shelter under trees during storms, often with fatal results.

Touch potential works in a similar way but is the term given to the voltage gradient
betweena personholdingor leaningon an electrified objectand the pointof exitof the
current from that person's body.
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Section

4
Earthing System Design

General statements regarding earthing hâve been made in Section 3.This Section however
is specifically aimed at assisting the designer with his earth électrode calculations - whether
they be for a simple power earth, or for a more complex design, say a high voltage sub-station.

Why do we require an Earth?
The function of an earth system for an electrical installation can be split into three

broad bands:

(i) To limit the potential of any part of the installation to a pre-determined value with
respect to the gênerai mass of earth.

(ii) To permit the flow of current in the event of a fault to earth so that the protective
equipment has time to operate and thus isolate the faulty circuit.

(iii) To ensure that, if a fault occurs, non current carrying metalwork associated with the
equipment does not attain a dangerous potential with respect to the gênerai mass of
earth.

Points (i) and (ii) are normally essential to the security of the system, and are generally
known as system earthing.

Point (iii) is aimed at ensuring safety of humans, animais and property and is sometimes
known as equipment earthing.

How do we choose our Earth Electrode System?
Having determined that there is an earthing requirement, howdo wego about deciding

what type of earth électrode we should use?The previous chapter elaborated on the various
types of earth termination networks available, and theirdiffering propertiesare a major
considération. However, the most significant factor that willgovern our choice is the ground
itself.A borehole survey of the ground where the earthing is to be installed will indicate
whether rock is présent and at what depth, a factor that will not only affect the electrical
considération but will also hâve a direct bearing on installation costs.The information
required by the earth électrode designer, however, is the resistivity of the soil: thatvalue of
"rho" that will enable him to calculate the earth résistance - i.e. the résistance of the soil to the
passage of electric current.

Compared to a length of copper conductor the soil or earth could be regarded as a
relatively poor conductorof electricity; for example, the resistivity of copperis 1.72 x 108 ohm
mètres,whereas chalk in Norfolk, Englandmight register a value of 100 ohm mètres. In reality,
however, the earth's enormous mass, and,hence, its large cross-sectional area forthe current
path, gives it quite a low résistance, i.e. - the earth is, in fact, a good conductor. Since soil strata
differs significantly from country to country, or even from siteto site, it is not possible to be
spécifie about the correctchoiceof earth électrode systemwithout carrying out a detailed soil
resistivity survey.
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Figure 36 STAND-OFF CONDUCTOR BRACKET

Earth conductors between the test clamp(s) and earth électrodes should be protected
against corrosion where they enter the ground for a distance of 0.3m above and below ground
level. This can be achieved by using PVC protective sleeving.

Lightning Protection Design

In order for Furse to offer an individually designed lightning protection scheme for your
structure, the following information is required:

1. Drawings of the structure requiring protection, showing the roof plan and at lcast two
élévations. Thèse drawings should be clear, précise and hâve the scale shown.

2. The materials used in the construction of the structure should be stated along with
information on the type of fixings permissiblc (cg can the roof be drilled to take screw plugs).

3. For what purposc is the structure being used? (ic its use will détermine the risk category of
the structure).

4. The proximity of other structures, trees and its gênerai locality.

5. Information regarding any unusual features such as aerial masts on the roof of buildings,
which may not be shown on the drawings.

6. At what stage of construction is the structure (ie complète, partly built, etc).

7. Notification of code that the scheme is to be designed to e.g. BS 6651 (1992).

8. Is there any soil resistivity data available?

9. State whether a quotation is required for supply of materials only or a supply and install
quotation.

Figure 13INSTANTANEOUS POTENTIAL
DIFFERENCES DURING A LIGHTNING FLASH
TO AN EARTHED CONDUCTOR

Notes:
1. Person -Vis in contact with the ground ai a and b;
person Vis in contact with the ground at cand the
conductor at </,• person Zis in contact with the conductor
at cand a inetallic hand rail/shown grounded at£.
2. Person .Vis subject to step potential.
3.Person Vis subject to touch potential.
4. Person Zis subject to transferred potential.
5. The potential dépends on the current magnitude and
the impedenec of the path of the lightning discharge.

Hazards associated with lightningcan be significantly reduced by the application of basic
principles such as that given in 'voltage gradient' (sec Section 3 - System Design- Page 39).

6.Steppotential increaseswith the sizeof the step a-b in
the radial direction from the conductor and decreases
with the increase in the distance between person A'and
the conductor.

7.The transferred potential increases with increase in
the radial distance between the down conductor and the
ground g.

lixtracts front the Australian Standard onLightning
Protection A.S. 1768-1983.
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Section

2
Basic Considérations

rv General

This section of the handbook is devoted to highlighting and simplifying wherever
possible certain aspects of BS 6651. It is not intended as a substitute for BS 6651 but to be read
in conjunction with it.

When a high current is discharged along the path of a lightning conductor, either along
parallel conductors in close proximity to each other, or along a single conductor with sharp
bends in its routes, considérable mechanical forces arc produced.

Secure and robust fixings are essential. Typical designs manufactured by Furse are
shown in Figure 14 and below is a table of recommended fixing centres,
(Table 1). Thèse are taken from BS 6651 (1992).

Table 1

Rccommcndcd fixing centres for conductors

Arrangement Fixing centres
mm

Horizontal conductors on horizontal surfaces 1000

I lorizontal conductors on vertical surfaces 500

Vertical conductors 1000

Vertical conductors over 20 m 750

Vertical conductors over 25 m 500

The area over which a lightning conductor can attract a lightning flash is not constant.
Discharge severity is now believed to dictate the area of attraction. It is also thought to be
minimally affected by the configuration of the lightning protection conductors, so that vertical
and horizontal arrangements arc considered to be équivalent. The use of pointed air
terminations or vertical finials are, therefore, not regarded as essential, except where dictatcd
by practical considérations.

14

The code also mentions that internai bonds can be half the cross sectional area of
external bonds as they are, at most, only likely to carry a proportion of the total lightning
current.

Corrosion

As mentioned in Section 2 under 'Materials Spécification' - Page 16the correct choice of
materials for a lightning protection system is vital. Métal fittings must be compatible with the
métal or metals used externally on the structure over which the system passes or with which it
may be in contact.

Aluminium and copper, the two metals most commonly used in lightning protection
Systems, are not compatible, so great care must be taken when both are used in a system -
particularly where they corne into contact with each other.

If aluminium is selected as the material for air termination networks and down

conductors, it has to be connected to copper at or around the test clamp, (Figure 35). This
connection should be positioned at the beginning of the earth termination network. This is
because both BS 6651 and the Earthing Code BS 7430 do not permit aluminium to be buried
underground.

Figure 35 FURSE BI-METALLIC CONNECTOR

Furse offer a simple and effective means of joining the aluminium and copper conductors
in one connector(Figure35). Ingots of high puritycopperand aluminiumare friction welded
togetherforming an effective electrical and mechanically robust joint. This termination, if
used in conjunction with contax inhibitor grease minimises the effect of corrosion.

The contact surfaces of dissimilar metals should be kept completely dry and protected
against the ingressofmoisture, otherwisecorrosion will occur. Aparticularly effective means
of excluding moistureis to use inhibitorpastes,bitumastic paint,or approved protective
wrappings.

As aluminium is prone to corrosion when in contact with Portland cernent and mortar
mixes, aluminiumconductorsneed to bc fixed away from the offending surface withan
appropriate fixing.
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Oneol the biggcst problems for the installation contractor isofobtaining anearth
résistance of, say, oneohmor lessinan areaofhighsoil resistivity. Unfortunatelv, there isno
magical solution. However, several options are available to the contractor in the form of soil
conditioning agents.

Soil-Conditioning Agents

Introducing a soil conditioning agent into the groundcan reduccthe soil resistivity and
hence reduce the earth résistance.

There are various agentsavailable, the choice ofany particular one will dépend on the
typeof earth required - temporary or permanent;the locality; the conditionof the soil,etc.

Aspreviously mentioncd moisture forms an important part inobtaining a lowsoil
resistivity value andit isthe impurities inthe water thatproduce this. One way ofreducing the
soil resistivity is to pourchemical solutionsie:coppersulphate; sodium carbonate; calcium
sulphate, overthe local areaand allow it to migrate through the soil. The disadvantage ofthis
is the large volume of solutions required, which makes it a cumbersome and time-
consuming exercise. Also chemicals will evcntually leach out ofthe local soil, rcturning it to
itsoriginal high resistivity. Dissolving chemicals into the soil isalso likely to encourage
corrosion of the earth électrode. Hence the reason for the British Standard Code of Practice
7430 on Earthingand BS6651 Protection ofStructures againstLightning- not recommending
the use of sait as a means of reducing the soil resistivity.

Other soil-conditioning agents are available including Bentonite and Marconite.

Bentonite is usedas an earth-electrode back-fill to reduce soil resistivity byretaining
moisture.The clayconsists largely of sodium montmorillonite, which when mixed with water
swells to many times its dry volume. It has the ability to hold its moisture content for a
considérable period of timeand to absorb moisture from the surroundingsoil (e.g. from
rainfall).

Marconite is a conductive carbonaceous aggregatewhich when mixed with conventional
cernent, effectively increases the surface area of the earth-electrode, thus lowering its earth
résistance. Idéal for use on sub-stations and transmission/distribution networks or in hot,
dry climates, and also has electromagnetic screening and anti-static flooring applications.

Both products have applications with deep-driven électrodes. The ground/soil in
question can be drilled using a portable drill rig, transported to the site. Significant depths can
be reached depending on the type of ground.

The électrode assembly can then be inserted into the pre-drilled holc and back-fillcd
with Bentoniteor Marconite, or any other appropriateconditioning agent.

It is vital with any earthing system that regular inspection is carried out for possible
damage. Regular checks on earth électrode résistance to ensure optimum protection
are advised.

The key to arriving at a successful earthing électrode system is not to sacrifice quality for
cost. Many products currently on the market fall far short of the recommended standards.
BS 7430: 1991 Code of Practice for Earthing contains recommendations for material
spécification to ensure components are corrosion-résistant and provide adéquate mechanical
strength.

The correct choice of material and installation should ensure a life span of 30 years for the
earth électrode.

Choosing fittings manufacturée from materials outside the range of recommended
materials could render the lightning protection scheme vulnérable to corrosion, making it
incapable of withstanding the mechanical and electrical forces of a lightning strike. Table 2
rccommends the materials to be used for the manufacture of lightning protection components
and Table 3 rccommends the minimum dimensions of component parts. Both tables are
taken from BS 6651 (1992).

The integrity of components not designed in accordance with thèse spécifications cannot
be guaranteed and should not be considered for use in lightning protection Systems. Ail Furse
components comply fully with the requirements of BS 6651.

Table 3

.Minimum dimensions of component parts

Component Dimensions Area

mm mm-

Air terminations:
aluminium, copper and galvanized
steel strip 20 x 2.5 50.0

aluminium, aluminium alloy,
copper, phosphor bronze and
galvanized steel rods 8.0 dia. 50.0

Suspended conductors:
stranded aluminium 7/3.0 50.0
stranded copper 19/1.8 50.0
stranded aluminium : steel

reinlorced 7/3.0 50.0

stranded galvanized steel 7/3.0 50.0

Down conductors:
aluminium, copper and galvanized
steel strip 20x2.5 50.0
aluminium, aluminium alloy,
copper and galvanized steel rods 8.0 dia. 50.0

Earth terminations:
austeniticiron 1 1.0 dia. 153.0
copper and galvanized steel strip 20 x 2.5 50.0
copper and galvanized steel nuls 8.0 dia. 50.0
hard drawn copper rods lor direct
driving into soit ground 8.0 dia. 50.0

hard drawn orannealed copper
rods or solid wires for indirect
driving or laving in ground S.Odia. 50.0
rods for hard ground 12.0 dia. 113.0
copper-elad or galvanized steel
rods sec notes to table for

harder ground 14.0 dia. 153.0

Minimum dimensions of component parts

Component Dimensions Area

mm mm-'
I-ixed connections bonds) in
aluminium, aluminium allov,
copper and galvanized steel:

external strip 20 x 2.5 50.0
external rods S.Odia. 50.0
internai strip 20x1.5 30.0
internai rods 6.5 dia. 33.0

Flexible or laminated connections
(bonds):

external. aluminium 20 x 2.5 50.0
external, annealed copper 20 x 2.5 50.0
internai, aluminium 20x1.5 30.0
internai, annealed copper 20x1.5 30.0

NOTE 1. For copper-elad steel rods. the core should be of low
carbon steel with a lensile strength of approximately 600 NVmnv".
Thecladding should be of 99.9%pure electrolytic copper
molecularly bonded to the steel core. The radial thickncss of the
copper should be not less than 0.25mm.

NOTE 2.Couplings for copper-elad steel rods should bemade
fromcopper-siliconalloy.with a minimum copper content of80%
or aluminium bronze alloy.

NOTE3. The useof internai phosphorbronzedowels maygivea
lower résistance than the external couplings of diameter greater
than the rod.

N'OTE4. Eorgalvanisedsteel rods. steel specifiedin BS970: Pan
1shouldbeused. the threadsbeingeut before hot-dipgalvailising
to BS 729.

N'OTE5. Strandard conductors are not normally used for down
conductors or earths.

N'OTE6. Greater dimensions are required for the following:
(a) structures exceeding 20m in height;
(b) spécial classes of structure:
(c) mechanical or corrosive reasons.

Closer examination ofTable 2 will highlight the exclusion from the material spécification
ol any commercial brasses. Thèse may be easy to manufacture and be very competitively
prieed but are technically inferior.

Aconiparison of lightning protectioncomponents currentlyavailable highlightsthis
point (Figure 15).

Table 3 makesparticular référence to earthingcomponentspécification and provides
spécifie recommendations regardingcopper-elad steel rods and couplings (Note 1&2).

The différence between good quality and inferior earthing components ishighlighted in
(Figure 16).
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Figure 15A COMPARISON OF LIGHTNING PROTECTION COMPONENTS

18

The Furse Lightning Protection System to BS 6651 (1992).

AIR TERMINAL
Solid copperair terminal ensuresgoodcorrosion résistance.
Thread is roll formed for maximum strength.

BRONZENUT
A nut with excellent corrosion résistance and mechanical
properties.

TERMINAL BASE
Castgun métalair terminal base designed withappropriate
section thickness. Mechanically strong, corrosion résistant with
low electrical résistance.

COPPER TAPE
High conductivityannealed copper tape with rounded cdges
which are soft and easy to work.

TAPE CLIP
Castgunmétal upperand lower sections with countersunk naval
brass screws givinggood mechanical strength and good
corrosion résistance.

PLATE TYPE TEST CLAMP
Cast gun métal upper and lowersections,phosphor bronze nuts,
washers and screws. Clamp is mechanically strong, corrosion
résistant with low electrical résistance.

ROD TO TAPE CLAMP
Castgunmétal body and phosphor bronze boitproviding good
mechanical properties to ensure a strong connection which will
not corrode or loosen.

Solid Plates or Mats
Earth plates or mats can be buried instead of driving rod électrodes but installation is

expensive and time consuming.

Figure 32 BURIED EARTH PLAIE ELECTRODE

Ground Level

•urthPl.atC'.HIcçtfod'c' , ,-•

Reinforcing bars in foundations as natural earths
This is an economical method of using the mass of métal already underground in the

formof the re-inforcing bars, within the structure's foundations. Précautionsshould be taken
to ensure there is electrical continuity between thèse re-inforcing bars and the carth/lightning
protection connections above ground.

Underground Pipe Work System
Buried waterpipeswerc previously considered to be a reliable method of earthingbut the

increasing useofplastic pipes or replacing métal joints with plastic onesnow makes this
method unreliable.

Other forms of earth électrode can be used, including ring conductors or radial strips
emanating from a particular point, ora combination ofconductors with earth rods.
Voltage Gradient

Afurtherfactor affecting the choice ofan électrode system isthe electrical considérations.

Stepand touchvoltages on the surface ofthe ground in thevicinity ofearthélectrodes
must be restricted to safe values.

Thiscanbeachieved byusing électrodes to form a ring around thearea to beprotected.
The électrodes must be buried sufficiently deep to reduce surface potential.

Aneffective method of reducing the voltagegradient of rod électrodes is to install them
with thetopofthe électrode some distance beneath the surface ofthe soil. Theconnection
between the électrode and down conductor being made with insulated conductor.

An example ofhow effective this can be isillustrated by tests which gave thefollowing
rcsults.

The maximum voltage gradient overa two metre spanadjacent toa 25mm diameter earth
électrode was 85% of the total électrode potential when the top of the assembly was at ground
level. This électrode potential was reduced to 20% when the électrode was buried 0.3 mètres
below "round level and 5% when buried 1.0 mètres below ground level.
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Figure 30 CROWS FOOT IÎARTII CONFIGURATION

Radial Strip Electrodes
Ground that has one mètre depth of soil before encountering bedrock will best be suitcd

to a buried radial électrode, provided the system is installed below the frost linc and below
the area that is subject to scasonal weather changes.
Figure 31 BURIED STRIP EARTH ELECTRODES

38

Trench

Depth ,1m approx

Inadéquate lightning protection components

AIR TERMINAL
60% copper 40% zinc air terminal with poor corrosion résistance.
Thread is die box eut and is easily stripped when tightened.

STEEL NUT

Badly plated steel nut providing little corrosion résistance.

TERMINAL BASE

Cast brass air terminal base with serious defects. Poor

mechanical strength causes casting to fracture when air terminal
is tightened into base (A).

COPPER TAPE

Low quality copper tape not fully annealed - hard and difficult
to work.

TAPE CLIP

Cheap brass strip upper and lower sections with steel screws
badly electroplated giving poor mechanical strength and little
résistance to corrosion.

PLATE TYPE TEST CLAMP

Cheap brass upper and lower sections. Plated steel bolts, nuts
and washers. Clamp has poor mechanical strength causing the
bolts to fracture when tightened (B). This assembly will easily
corrode and has high electrical résistance.

ROD TO TAPE CLAMP

Cheap brass extruded body with steel plated boit. Poor
corrosion résistance and mechanical strength. The clamp body
fractured when earth rod was tightened onto tape (C).
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Figure 16 A COMPARISON OF COPPERBOND EARTH ROD SYSTEMS

With the copperbond rod being so popular now many différentdesigns are available
Worldwide.

Consultants, specifying bodies and installers should be fullyaware of the design
considérations, including the benefitsand possible problems. Choosing the lowestpriced
components can prove expensivein terms of fatalitiesand damage to buildings at a future date.

Rod Systems A, B, C and D shown hère hâve ail been rccently obtained. Apart from
cleaning and sectioning for photographie purposcs they are exactly as shown.

Furse (System A)

Correctly Designed and manufactured Rod System to BS 6651.

-

1

•
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DRIVING HEAD
High strength steel driving head can be used many times over. Driving
head is in contact with rod. The driving force therefore being transferred
directly to the rod, allowing power hammers to be used for deep driving.

COUPLING
Long length silicon & aluminium bronze coupling counter bored to
completely enclose threads, protecting them from damage and corrosion.
Coupling is high strength and also corrosion résistant.
Rod to rod contact ensures the driving force is directly applied and does not
pass through coupling threads, which can cause them to strip and good
elecrical and mechanical contact to be lost.

ROD

99.9% pure electrolytic copper, molecularly bonded into steel core
minimum thickness 0.25 mm. No interface so no disimilar métal
reaction is possible. Copper cannot be separated from the steel. Low
carbon steel core with high tensile strength. Highly résistant and hard to
bend. Allows power hammers to be used for deep driving.

THREADS
Rolled onto rod for strength and to ensure uniform laver of copper. This
copper coveringis maintained even at root of thread. Rolled threads are
considerably stronger than eut threads.

A common misconccption is that increasing the diameter/width of the rod/strip électrode
willgive a significant réduction of earth résistance.

Tests hâve shown that increasing the diameter of a rod électrode from 12.5 to 25mm has
inercased the weight by 400%, increased the cost by 400%, but only reduced the earth
résistance by 9.5%.

To obtain a low overall résistance, current density should be as low as practicable in the
soil which is in contact with the électrode.

This can best be achieved economically by having one électrode dimension very large in
comparison with the other dimensions. This is best achieved by a rod or strip électrode.

Parallel Earth Rod Electrodes

Where ground conditions makc deep driving of earth rods impossible, a matrix
arrangement of rods coupled to one another by conductors can be used.

If possible, the earth rods must be spaced at least equal to their driven depth.
No significant decrease in résistance will be obtained by spacing greater than twice their
driven depth.

Figure 29 SPACING OF PARALLEL EARTII ROD ELECTRODES

Inspection Fit Inspection Fit

Earth Rod Earth Rod ' '

If earth rods cannot be driven in a parallel line a 'Crows Foot' configuration can be used,
ensuringthat the spacing/depth ratioisstill maintained. (SecFigure 30 - Page38).
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Assume we use a standard 5/8" diameter rod (nominal diameter 14mm)
Actual shank diameter 14.2mm

Thus d = 1.42cm
L = ?

If we let L= 6m and substitute to see what value of R is obtained

R= 10,000 xLog 400x6
— 10
275x6 1.42

= 6.0606x3.228

= 19.56 ohms

Thus 6m of extensible rods (5 x 1.2m) can be used to obtain the desired résistance value
of 20 ohms.

The above example illustrâtes the importance ofthe accuracy ofthe soil resistivity figure.
If the survey is inaccurate, then the calculated apparent earth électrode résistance R will be
inaccurate and mislcading.

TV Types of Earth Termination Networks

Deep Driven Earth Electrodes
A soil resistivity survey indicating lower resistivity at greater depths will make the deep

driven earth électrode a logical choice. Deep driven earth électrodes are more likely to reach
permanent moisture unaffected by seasonal changes.
Figure 28 DEEP DRIVEN EARTH ELECTRODE

Ground Level

Irispcçtion'Pit'

J

. .-•• V

•
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B 1) (B, C and D) Dangerously inferior
rod Systems

DRIVING HEADS

C & D Driving heads soft steel can only be used
a few times.

D No head to rod contact, would cause coupler
to fail and would not therefore be suitable for
power driving.

COUPLINGS

B & C Short brass couplers.
D Mild steel coupler. The brass would suffer
from dezincification and corrode. The mild
steel would rot away in a very short time. None
would be strong enough for deep driving in
rocky conditions.

B Does not enclose threads and steel core can

be seen at root of threads. Damage and
corrosion is probable. Coupler C is threaded so
badly that threads would easily be stripped.
ROD & THREADS

B Poor thread rolling, with steel core exposed.
C Thread eut into core through copper layer,
the flash coating would offer very little
résistance to corrosion. Soft steel core could
bend in rocky areas.

D Thread eut into steel core with no protection
at ail. Ail would quickly corrode at coupling,
making system totally ineffective.



Circular Conductor

As with international practice, BS6651 now permits the use of circular section conductors
for ail aspects of a lightning protection system (Figure 14). Specifically, 8mm diameter
(50mm2) solid circular conductor can be used for the air termination network, down
conductors and part ofthe earth termination network.
Figure 17 CIRCULAR CONDUCTOR

SOLID CIRCULAR CONDUCTOR PVC COVERED SOLID CIRCULAR CONDUCTOR

The use of solid circular conductors has many advantages over conventional
'Fiat Conductor Systems!

Easier and less costly to install
The Furse Solid Circular Range is the only system designed specifically to cater for

the 8mm diameter conductor and incorporâtes ease of installation with cost economy.
Even on small installations, significant savings can be achieved.

Less conspicuous installations
Circular conductors and fittings are more compact than fiât tape conductors and less

conspicuous when installed. This is particularly important to architects where the aesthetic
appearance ofthe building is a prime considération.

Easier to handle and work
A coil of circular conductor is much casier to handle than a fiât 'pancake' of tape. Unlike

tape, a circular conductor can be bent in any plane and straightencd quickly and easily with a
straightcning tool.

The Need for Protection

Before proceeding to design a detailed lightning protection system, first carcfully consider
if the structure needs protection.

In many cases, it is obvious that some form of protection is required. High risk structures
ie explosives factories, oil refmeries, etc. will require the highest possible class of lightning
protection to be provided. In many other cases the need for protection is not so évident.

BS 6651 provides a simple mathcmatical overall risk factor analysis for assessing whether
a structure needs protection.

It suggests that an acceptable lightning strike risk factor is 10 5per year ie 1in 100,000per
year. Therefore, having applied the mathcmatical analysis to a particular set of parameters, the
scheme designer will achieve a numerical solution. If the risk factor is less than 10~5
(1in 100,000), for example 10 " (1 in 1,000,000) then in the absence of other over-riding
considérations, protection is deemed unnecessary. If however, the risk factor is greater than
10 s (1in 100,000) for example 10 ' (1 in 10,000) then protection would seem necessary.
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NOTE: Although Table 11 quotes figures for sait laden soil, it is now deemed bad
practice to use sait as a chemical means of reducing soil resistivity, because of its very
corrosive nature. Sait along with other chemicals, has the disadvantage ofleaching out ofthe
surrounding soil after a period of time, thus returning the soil to its original resistivity.

Table 12

Effect ofTempérature on Resistivity
For sandy loam, 15.2% moisture

Tcmpcratcire

Resistivity
ohm-cmC F

20 68 7,200

10 50 9,900

0 32 (water) 13,800

0 32 (ice) 30,000

- 5 23 79,000

-15 14 330,000

(c) température. Plcasenotethat,ifyoursoiltempérature deercases
from + 20°Cto —5°C, the rcsistivift' increases morethan tenlimes.

Once the soil resistivity has been calculated from the local soil measurements, the
appropriate earth électrode system can be chosen by using typical formulae listed below:

Horizontal Strips (Rectangular Section)

R = P Log 200L2
275L I0 wD

Horizontal Strips (Circular Section)

R= /> Log 100L:
in

275L IU dD

Vertical Strips (Rectangular Section)

R= P Log 800L
275L '° —

Vertical Strips (Circular Section)

R= P

275L

Log 400L
10 T

Where:

R = Apparent earth électrode résistance
in ohms.

/> = Soil resistivity in ohm.cm.
D = Depth of électrode in mètres,
d = Diameter of électrode in centimètres.

L = Length of électrode in mètres,
w = Width of électrode in centimètres.

For Example
If we require an earth électrode résistance of 20 ohms and we hâve established by a soil

resistivity survey that P = 10,000 ohm.cm.
If for this example we assume that the soil is suitable for deep driven rod électrodes then

we can calculate the depth of rod required to obtain the desired 20 ohms résistance.

From above, for vertical strips (circular section)

R= P Log 400L_ Thus R= 20 ohms and

1 p = 10,000 ohm.cm.
Log 400L

10 T
275L
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Sharp bends in down conductors at the edge ofthe roofs arc unavoidablc and arc
permitted in BS 6651; however, re-entrant loops in a conductor can produce high inductive
voltage drops which could lead to the lightning discharge jumping across the side ofthe loop.
To minimise this problem BS 6651 recommends that the length ofthe conductor forming the
loop should not exceed eight times the width ofthe open side ofthe loop(Figure 27).

Earthing - General

Earthing plays a vital rôle in ail electrical Systems. The main reasons for earthing are:-

V To protect people and livestock
V To protect equipment
V To permit the equipment to function correctly
F"To ensure the reliability of electrical services.

A good earth connection should possess the following characteristics:

PTow electrical résistance between the électrode and the earth. The lower the earth électrode

résistance the more likely the lightning or fault current will choose to flow down that path
in préférence to any other, allowing the current to be conducted safely to and dissipated in
the earth.

V Good corrosion résistance. The choice of material for the earth électrode and
its connections is of vital importance. It will be buried in soil for many years so has to be
totally dependable.

F'Ability to carry high currents repeatedly.

FAbility to perform the above functions for a minimum of 30 years.

Soil Conditions

Achieving a good earth will dépend on local soil conditions. A low soil resistivity is the
main aim and factors that effect this are:

V Moisture content ofthe soil.
V Chemical composition ofthe soil, eg. sait content.
V Température ofthe soil.

The following tables illustrate the effect thèse factors hâve on the soil resistivity.

Table 10

Effect of Moisture on Resistivity

Moisture content Resistivity ohm-cm

Top Soil Sandy loam

0 1,000 xlO6 1,000 x 106

2.5 250,000 150,000

5 165,000 43,000

10 53,000 18,500

15 31.000 10,500

20 12.000 6,300

30 6,400 4,200
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Table 11

Effect of Sait on
Forsand) loam, 15.24

Resistivity

Ad ded salted

per cent by weighl
ol'moisture)

Resistivity
(ohm-centi-

metres)

0 10,700

0.1 1,800

1.0 460

5 190

10 130

20 100

A suitabie analogy could be made with the odds in horse racing. The shorter the odds,
(eg 5 to 1) the more likely the horse willwin the race.The longer the odds (eg 100 to 1) the less
likely the horse will win.

The shorter the risk factor (eg 1in 10,000) the greater the risk that a structure will be hit
bylightning.The longer the riskfactor(eg1in 1,000,000) the less likelythe structure will be
hit by lightning.

It is acknowledged that certainfactors cannot be assessedin this way and thèse may over-
ride ail other considérations. For example, if there is a requirement that there should be no
avoidable risk to life ora requirement for occupants ofa building toalways féel safe, then this
will favour the installation of protection,even though it would normally be accepted that
protection isunnecessary. Thèsearedécisions thatperhaps only theconsultant/architcct and
client can make.

The factors which should be considered for determining an overall risk factor can,
be summarised as follows.

A) The geographical location ofthe structure
This pinpoints the average lightning flash density or the number of flashes to ground

perkm2 peryear. Forstructures sited within theUnited Kingdom this figure canbe taken from
the map (Figure 18).

Figure 18 NUMBER OF LIGFTTNING FLASHES
TO THE GROUND PER KM2 PER YEAR FOR THE UK

0 200 400
National Grid Easting (km)
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For structures outside the United Kingdom, (Table 4) can be used in conjunction with the
world map (Figure 19) taken from BS 6651.

Figure 19 MAPSHOWING THUNDERSTORM DAYS PER YEAR IIIROUGHOUTTHE WORLD

NO
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I'H. This map is bascd on information from the World Metcorologicul Organisation records for 1955.

Table 1

Relationship between thunderstorm days per year
and lightning flashes per knr per year

Thunderstorm
days per year

5

10
20

30

10

50

60
80

100

Flashes per km per year

Mean

0.2

0.5
1.1

1.9

2.8

3.7

4.7

6.9

9.2

I.imits

0.1 to0.5

0 15 to 1
0.3 to3

0.6 to5

0.8 to8

1.2 toIO

1.8 to 12

3 to 17

4 to20

NOTE. The data for this table has been exlractcd from
Information in Anderson, R.15. and Eriksson,A.J. Conférence
internationaledes grands réseauxélectriques CIGRE
Lightning Parametersfor EngineeringApplication.
Elcctra,1980,69,65-102.

For less complex tall structures of varying heights, the 'rolling sphère method' as
deseribed (Section 1- Page 9) should be employed. The rolling sphère method is a simple
means of determining where the zones of protection should be located. Wherever the sphère
touches the structure détermines the extent ofthe air termination network.

There is a référence in BS 6651 to the use of covered conductors for air termination

networks. Although it advocates that, wherever possible, bare conductors should bc used, it
permits the use of PVC covered or painted conductors.

^^WT Down Conductors

The function of a down conductor is to providea low impédance path from the air
termination network to the earth termination network, to allow the lightning current to be
safcly conducted to earth.

BS6651 advocates the use ofvarious types of down conductors. A combination of strip and
rod conductors, reinforcing bars, structural steel stanchions, etc. can be used as ail or part of
the down conductor system - providing they are appropriatcly connected to the air and earth
termination networks, and are known to offer good electrical conductivity.

The Code suggests there is no advantage in using 'shielded' coaxial cables as down
conductors. In fact there is thought to be the disadvantage that potcntials up to hundreds of
kilo-volts can occur between the inner and outer conductor (shield) at the top ofthe down
conductor so triggering a side flash.

Down conductor Systems should, where possible, take the most direct roule from the air
termination network to the earth termination network. Idcally they should be symctrically
installed around the outside walls ofthe structure starting from the corners. Routing to avoid
side-flashing should always be given particular attention in designing any installation.

Down conductors should be positioned no more than 20m apart around the perimeter at
roof or ground level, whichever is the greater. If the structure is over 20m in height, then the
spacing is reduced to every 10m or part thereof.

Figure 27 RE-ENTRANT LOOPS

8d maximum Exceeding 8d

' '

/ .' --•

/// /

a Permissible
arrangement

(b) Arrangement that is
not permissible

N'ot

permissible Yrmissible

Y

(c) Permissible method
of taking conductor
through a parapet wall

, j
d Routes l'or down

conductors in a building
with cantilevcrcd upper floors
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Figure 26 CHURCH TOWERS AND SPIRES

0.3 m

1k

Vertical

conductors

intcrconnectcd

inside parapet
wall

Flat strip conductor fastened
to parapet wall

=

^ r
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Key

1 Air termination
2 Down conductor
3 Bonds to holding down rod
4 Horizontal conductor
5 Vertical conductor
6 Ridgc conductor
7 Laves conductor
8 Test point
9 F.arth électrode

10 Main earthing terminal of
electrical installation

11 Rond to bell-framc
12 Peripheral conductor
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NOTE 1. The air termination network should hâve a 10m x 20m mesh. For
structures below 20m high, therc should be down conductors every 20m of
periphery and for structures over 20m high, every 10mof periphery;
horizontal conductors should be every 20m from the top.

NOTE 2.Métal roofs may be suitable as air terminations (see table 5 and
figure 17} in BS6651.

NOTE 3.On shingle spires, mctallic soakcrs and gullics should be bonded at
the top and bottom.

E) The effective collection area ofthe structure
(Figure 20). This is the plan area projected in ail directions taking account ofthe

structure's height. The significanec being, the larger the structure, the more likely it is to
be struck.

Figure 20 DETAILS OF STRUCTURES AND COLLECTION AREAS

General arrangement Collection area and method of calculation
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Ac = 14x50+ 2 (15x50)
+ 2(15xl4) + rtl52

Ac- 3327m2

Ac-15x40+ 2(21x40)
+ 2(21xl5) + -212

Ac~ 4296 m2

R21

For a simple rectangular box shaped structure as illustrated in Figure 20, the collection
area (Symbol Ac) is simply the product of:-

Ac = LW+ 2LH + 2WFI +rcH2

Where: L =Length
W = Width

H = Height

The probable number of strikes to the structure per year (Symbol P) is the product ofthe
flash density and the collection area, thus

P = AcxNgxlO "

(The 10 '' figure is included because Ac is in mètres squared whereas Ng is per
kilomètre squared).

C) The intcnded use ofthe structure, ie: is it a factory or an office block, a church or pcrhaps
a hospital?

D) The type ofconstruction. Is it built of brick or concrète? Does it hâve a steel frame or a
reinforced concrète frame? Does it hâve a métal roof?

E) What is housed within the structures. Does it contain valuable paintings,or a téléphone
exchange with important equipment, or is it maybe an old peoples' home?

F)The location ofthe structure. Is it located in a large town or forestor on an
isolated hillside?

G) The topography ofthe country. Is the structure located in generally flat countryside or in
a mountainous area?
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Items B to G inclusive are interpreted from Tables 5,6,7,8 and 9 in BS 6651 and are
termed'the weighting factor values'. They dénote a relative degree of importance in each case.

fable 5

Weighting factor A (use of structure)

Use to which structure is put

Ilouses and other buildings of comparable size
Mouses and other buildings of comparable size
with outside aerial

Factories, workshopsand laboratories
Office blocks, hôtels, blocks of liais and
other rcsidcntial buildings other than
those included below

Places of assembly. e.g. churches, halls,
théâtres, muséums, exhibitions, départaient
stores, post offices, stations, airports
and stadiuni structures

Value of
factor A

0.3

0.7

1.0

1.2

1.3

Schools, hospitals, children's and
other Homes 1.7

Table 6

Weighting factor B (type of construction)

Type of construction Value ol
factor H

Steel framed encased with any roof other than métal* 0.2
Reinforced concrète with any roof other than métal 0.1

Steel frame encased or reinforced concrète
with métal roof 0.8

Brick, plain concrète or masonry with any
roof other than métal or thatch 1.0

Timber framed or clad with any roof other
than métal or thatch 1.4

Brick, plain concrète, masonry, timber
framed but with métal roofing 1.7
Any building with a thatched roof 2.0

*Astructure ofexposed métal which is continuous down to
ground level is exduded from the table as it requircsno
lightning protection beyond adéquate earthing arrangements

Table 9

Table 7

Weighting factor C (contents or eonscquential effects)

Contents orconsequential effects Value of
factor C

Ordinary domestic or office buildings,
factories and workshops not containing
valuable or speciallysusceptiblecontents 0.3
Industriel and agriculiural buildings with
speciallysusceptible*contents 0.8
Power stations, gas installations, téléphone
exchanges, radio stations 1.0
Key industrial plants, ancieni monuments
and historié buildings, muséums, art
gallerics or other buildings with specially
valuable contents 1.3

Schools, hospitals, children's and other
Homes, placesof assembly 1.7

This means specially valuable plant or materials vulnérable tu
lire or the resulls ol lire.

Table 8

Weighting factor D (degree of isolation)

Degree of isolation Value ol
factor D

Stmeturc located in a large area of
structures or trees ofthe same or greater
height, e.g. in a large town or forest 0.4

Structure located in an area with few other
structures or trees of similar height 1.0

Structure completely isolatcd or execeding
at least twice the height of surrounding
structures of trees 2.0

Weighting factor E (type of country)
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Type of country Value of
factor B

Flat country at any level 0.3

Ilill country 1.0
Mountain country between 300m and 900m 1.3

Mountain countrv above 900m 1.7

BS 6651 advises the use of a rolling sphère to détermine zonesof protection.To minimise
the likelihoodofa lightningstrikedamagingthe sideofa building, it is suggested that the
rolling sphèremethod be applied to identify thoseareas where an extension ofthe air
termination network should be considered. This recommendation could be summarised
as foliows:-

\Vhere there is a risk that a lightning strike to the sides of a structure may cause masonry
to bedislodged, thenan extension ofthe airtermination network should beconsidered.

To ensure complète continuity ofthe lightning protection system BS 6651
recommends that:

Where structures vary in height and hâve more than one rooftermination network,
(Figure 24) thelower roof network should notonly be joined to its down conductors, butalso
joined to the down conductors ofthe taller portions ofthe structure.This willensure that a
lightning strike to a lower portion ofthe structure will notleadtoside-flashing toother
'remote' down conductors and will provide a multi down conductor path for the lightning
current to disperse.

Figure 24 AIR TERMINATIONS FOR TAI.L

CONDLCTING STRUCTURES

Figure 25 BONDING TO AIR
TERMINATION NETWORK

AUmétalprojections including masts, aerials,
airconditioning units, handraih, etc. need tobe
correctlvbonded to the air termination network

Thezoneofprotection does notscem tobe
because ofthe needto intcrconnccl
down conductors ofthe tall blockto
theair terminationofthe lozccr block.
In such cases it is necessan to connccl

thelowerair termination upto the
towerdozenconductors tofacililatc this
interconnection, cren thoughthis
xtension is xithin thezone ofprotection

ofOie tower.

The protective Systems ofchurches andsimilar non-conducting structures (Figure 26)
should includeair termination networks,down conductors and earth termination networks.
It is, however, very difficult to design protective Systems for thèse structures collectively.
BS 6651, therefore, advises that suchstructures should be treated as spécial cases: that the
présence ofa tower or spire shouldbedisregarded when designing the protection ofthe lower
parts ofthe structure.



If metallic components in a building arc not used, then the structure will require
externally fitted conductors. A Lightning Protection System can incorporate ail natural
conductors, ail externally fitted conductors, or a combination of both. BS 6651does not,
however recommend the routing of conductors inside the structure.

Major Components
The principle components of a lightning protection system should comprise the

following:
WT Air termination networks

Down conductors

^^ Earth termination networks

WT Bonding to prevent side flashing

^rWr AirTermination Networks

Asstated earlier it is now accepted that lightning can strike the upper part of tall
structures. BS6651 now introduces the concept of air termination networks on ail sides of tall
buildings (ie, vertical air termination networks). No pan ofthe roof within the air termination
network should be more than 5m from a conductor. For large flat roofs, this will be achieved
typically by a network mesh of 10m x 20m. For high risk structures, ie,explosivefactories, etc.
the air termination mesh is reduced to 5m x 10m.

If a building's métal reinforcing bars are to be used as down conductors, thèse should be
connected to the air termination network in the correct number of positions (Figure 23).Furse
can supply purpose designed clamps (Figure 22B) for this connection.

Figure 23 LIGHTNING PROTECTION SCHEME TO BS6651 USING THE RE-INFORCED CONCRETE
WITHIN THE STRUCTURE FOR DOWN CONDUCTORS
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£ Bondingto re-bar.

JJL Earth électrodepile foundations.

A sampie Calculation of overall Risk Factor

For example:-
A small factory in the Midlands with brick walls and a métal roof, located in an area

with few other structures or trees at a similar height, where the dimensions ofthe factory
are:-

L = 40m

H = 6m

W = 15m

The risk factor can be calculated as follows using the maps and tables shown above.

Stepl
Détermine the number of flashes to ground per km squared per year (Ng).

(From the map in Figure 1 = 0.6).

Step 2
Détermine the collection area (Ac) ofthe school building.

Ac = LW + 2LH + 2WH + ttH2

= (40 x 15) + 2 (40 x 6) + 2 (15 x 6) + tt x 6-
= 600 + 480 + 180 + 113

= 1373m2

Step 3
Détermine the probability of being struck (P)

When P = Ac x Ng x 10-
= 1373 x 0.6 x 10-"

= 8.238x10-'

(or 0.0008238)

Step 4
Applying the relevant weighting factors from (Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9).

Factor A = 1.0

B = 1.7

C = 0.3

D = 1.0

E = 0.3

The overall weighting factor = AxBxCxDxE = 0.153

Step 5
Therefore, the overall risk factor
= Probabilitv of being struck x overall weighting factor
= 8.238 x 10-4x 0.153

= 1.261 x 10-4 (or 0.000126)

Or expressing this answer as a reciprocal we obtain 1 in 7933.

As the 10_? (1 in 100,000) is the criteria for determining whether protection is
necessary, we can see that 1 in 7933 is "shorter odds" and so protection is necessary.

Having determined that lightning protection is necessary, we must now consider the
actual design ofthe installation. To do this we must understand the principles ofthe Zone
of Protection.



Zones of Protection
BS6651 qualifies, in détail, the meaning of'Zones of Protection' and the 'Protective Angle'.

It is suffîcient to say that the 'Zone of Protection' is simply that volume within which a
lightning conductor providesprotection against a direct lightning strike by attracting the
strike itself (Figure 21).

Ascanbe seen in(Figure 21A) structures below 20m are regarded as offering a 45°
protection angle. For structuresgreaterthan 20min height (Figure 21B) the protection angle
of any installed lightning protectionconductors up to the height of 20m would be similar to
the structures in (Figure 21A).

For tall structures above 20m in height (Figure 21C), BS6651 recommends the use ofthe
Rolling Sphère fordetermining the areas where lightning protection may be advisable.

Figure 21 ZONES OF PROTECTION
Abo« 20mthi»u>nci
protection d<-c, not Jr
- therolltnc.phcrc .<
hattobecontidered

/

Furse offer a free advisory service including assistance in determining if a structure
requires protection or indeed help with any aspect of lightning protection scheme design or
equipment spécification.

Wr~Wr~ Construction Sites

When a structure is being crected, it is very easy to neglcct the fact that ail large and
prominent masses of steelwork should be effectivclyconnected to earth. This applies to ail
métal items including:- steel framework, scaffolding and on-site crânes.

Similarly,once work has commeneed on the installation of a lightning protection system,
an earth network should be connected at ail rimes. This also applies to the installation of
overhead power lines and railway electrification. It is very important to install and maintain at
the carly stages of construction, an adéquate earthing system.

TV Inspection, Testing, Records and Maintenance

The Code adequately détails the requirement for inspecting a lightning protection
system, the testing required and the detailed records that should be maintained.

Observance of Section 6 ofthe code will highlight any maintenance ofthe system
required. Of particular importance is the regular detailed examination ofthe complète
lightning protection system for any évidence of corrosion. If this check is not carried out then
vital components within the lightning protection system, which may hâve suffered from
corrosion and which could exhibit a high résistance joint could be missed. This will hâve a
dctrimental effect on the wholelightningprotection system makingit an unattractive high
impédance path for the lightning current to follow.

To minimise this problcm, along with regular inspections, the sélection ofthe correct
materials should be made in accordance with the recommendations of BS 6651.
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Section

3
System Design

Design Considérations

The foreword of BS 6651 clearly advises strict adhérence to the provision of a
conventional lightning protection system throughout its pages - to the total exclusion of any
other device or system which claims to provide enhanced protection.

This is based on research that has been unablc to substantiatc the enhanced performance
thèse devices or Systems are claimed to give.

If it has been cstablished that a structure requires lightning protection, certain gênerai
design considérations need to be made.

Could, for instance, any ofthe metallic components in or on the structure be incorporatcd
into the lightning protection scheme? Could the métal in and on the roof be used? Should
window cleaning rails, window frames, handrails surrounding the structure be incorporatcd in
the protection network? The reinforcing bars or the steel frame of a structure may well
provide a conductive path within the lightning protection system. With the use of natural
conductors in mind, Furse hâve designed a range of clamps specifically suitcd to thèse
applications - The Furse Solid Circular Range of Lightning Protection Equipment (Figure 22).

Figure 22 ILLUSTRATIONS OFTYPICAL FURSE CLAMPS USED IN METALWORK BONDING

A. Metalwork Bond B. Re-bar Clamp C. Pipe Bond
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